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ENTERED OCT 1 2 2017

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

OF OREGON

UM 1893

In the Matter of

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF
OREGON,

Investigation Into the Methodology and
Process for Developing Avoided Costs Used

in Energy Efficiency Cost-Effectiveness Tests.

ORDER

DISPOSITION: STAFF'S RECOMMENDATION ADOPTED

This order memorializes our decision, made and effective at our October 10, 2017 Regular

Public Meeting, to adopt Staffs recommendation in this matter. The Staff Report with the
recommendation is attached as Appendix A.

Dated this X/r/ day of October, 2017, at Salem, Oregon.
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Commissioner

A party may request rehearing or reconsideration of this order under ORS 756.561. A request

for rehearing or reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days of the date

of service of this order. The request must comply with the requirements in OAR 860-001-

0720. A copy of the request must also be served on each party to the proceedings as provided

m OAR 860-001-0180(2). A party may appeal this order by filing a petition for review with
the Circuit Court for Marion County in compliance with ORS 183.484.
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ITEM NO. 2

PUBLIC UTILITY COiVlMISSION OF OREGON
STAFF REPORT

PUBLIC IV1EETING DATE: October 10, 2017

REGULAR X CONSENT EFFECTIVE DATE Upon Approval

DATE: October 4,2017

TO: Public Utility Commission

0^
FR01VI: JP Batmals^^

»—""'

?<A'.^^ . . -^t
THROUGH: Jason Eisdorferand John Crider

SUBJECT: OREGON PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION STAFF:
(Docket No. UM 1893) Recommendation to open an investigation into the
methodology and process for developing avoided costs used in energy
efficiency cost-effectiveness tests,

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC or Commission) open
an investigation into the methodology and process for developing and updating avoided
costs used in cost-effectiveness tests for electric and natural gas energy efficiency. The
investigation would explore the processes currently used for establishing avoided costs
and evaluate changes to improve transparency, accuracy and the process for updating
and developing avoided costs.

DISCUSSION:

Issue

Whether the Commission should open an investigation into the process for developing
and updating avoided costs used in cost-effectiveness tests for electric and natural gas
energy efficiency, with Staff reporting back to the Commission with a proposed process
for future updates.

Applicable Law

Under ORS 756.515(1), whenever the Commission believes that an investigation of any
matter relating to any public utility or telecommunications utility or other person should
be made, the Commission may, on its own motion, investigate any such matter,
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Analysis

Background
Measures of cost-effectiveness are relevant to the design of conservation programs
and integrated resource planning. Integrated resource planning is governed by
OAR 860-027-0400 and the Guidelines adopted in Docket No. UM 1056, Order
No. 07-002, corrected by Order No. 07-047. The Energy Trust of Oregon (Energy
Trust) is the current administrator of conservation programs funded through the public
purpose fund established under ORS 757.612.

The avoided costs of energy efficiency are a key component to determining cost-
effectiveness. ORS 469.631(4) defines "cost-effective" for utility energy conservation
programs and states:

"Cost-effective" means that an energy conservation measure that provides or

saves a specific amount of energy during its life cycle results in the lowest
present value of delivered energy costs of any available alternative. However, the
present value of the delivered energy costs of an energy conservation measure
shall not be treated as greater than that of a non-consen/afion energy resource
or facility unless that cost Is greater than 110 percent of the present va!ue of the
delivered energy cost of the non-conservation energy resource or facility.

Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 860-030-0010 builds upon the definition of cost-
effectiveness for utiiity energy conservation program by stating that:

(1) "Cost-effective," as defined in ORS 469.631(4), relates an energy
conservation measure's cost, life cycle, and the cost ofaltemQtive energy
facilities. An energy utility's cost-effectiveness calculations should be consistent
with the utility's most recently acknowledged least-cost plan pursuant to Order
No. 89-507.

See also OAR 860-027-0310.

In terms of establishing avoided costs and their application En tests for cost
effectiveness, Commission Order No. 94-590 in Docket No. UM 5511 is the seminal
document that still provides guidance in program design, implementation, and
evaluation for the Commission and Energy Trust. It provides certain parameters for
identifying avoided costs, but does not specify a particular methodology for specific
programs. In summary, with references to the utilities now applicable almost entirely
the current program administrator Energy Trust, the Order states the following:

1 For public convenience, a copy of Order No. 94-590 is available on the Commission's website, edockets
page, under Docket UM 1622 (posted October 18, 2012).
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The totaE resource cost test (TRC) must be used to determine if energy efficiency
measures and programs are cost effective.2

In cost effectiveness calculations a minimum value of ten percent should be used
to account for risk and uncertainty.3

A utility should calculate cost savings and other non-energy benefits if they are
significant and there is a reasonable and practical way for caicuJating them.4

Utilities should set demand-side acquisition targets to minimize total resource
costs.5

If a utility considers rate impacts in setting its demand-side targets, it should
Justify the decision in its least-cost plan (now called Integrated Resource Plan
(IRP)).6

Utilities should offer incentives to end-users sufficient to meet or exceed
acknowledged ieast-cost plan conservation targets/

Measures that are not cost-effective could be included in utiiity programs if one of
the following can be demonstrated:8

a) The measure produces significant non-quantifiable non energy benefits.
In this case, the incentive payment should be no greater than the cost
effective limit (defined as present value of avoided costs plus 10 percent)
less the perceived value of bill savings, e.g., two years of bill savings.

b) Inclusion of the measure will increase market acceptance and is expected
to lead to reduced cost of the measure.

c) The measure is included for consistency with other DSM programs in the
region,

d) IncEusion of the measure helps to increase participation in a cost effective
program.

2 !n the Matter of Calculation and Use of Cosf-effectiveness Levefs for Conservation, Docket No. UA/1 551
Order No, 94-590, response to item 11 and 12 on page 14 (April 6, 1994).
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid, response to item 11 and 12 on page 15.
s Ibid.
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid,
8 Ibid, response to item 13 on page 18.
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e) The package of measures cannot be changed frequently and the measure
will be cost effective during the period the program is offered.

f) The measure or package of measures is included in a pilot or research
project intended to be offered to a limited number of customers.

g) The measure is required by law or is consistent with Commission policy
and/or direction.

• The conditions above apply both to measures and programs with the exception
of item (d) above.9

« Energy Trust should show that one or more of these factors offsets the likely
costs associated with applying measures that are not cost-effective.10

• The present value of measurement and evaluation costs should be levelized over
the expected program life for TRC calculations.11

• Utilities lost revenue should not be included in the calculation of the TRC,
because they represent transfer payments from consumers.12

• Demand-side resources can provide the utility with increased reliability before
new resources are brought on line. The value of demand side resources is
reasonably represented by the price of sold or purchased wholesale firm
energy/commodity capacity.13

The current program administrator, Energy Trust, is a non-profit organization that
delivers the energy efficiency and renewable programs for Oregon's investor-owned
electric and gas companies to over 1.6 million ratepayers across the state, in 2001 ,
Energy Trust entered into a grant agreement with the OPUC and officially began
operations in 2002. The 2005 Grant Agreement currently in effect between the
Commission and Energy Trust includes Guideline 5.e., on page 14, which states:

fndividusl consen/ation programs wll! be designed to be cost-effective and will be
incfependently evaluated on a regular basis. This guideline should not, however,
restrict investment in pilot projects, educational programs, demonstrations, or
simffar endeavors.

9 !bid.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid, response to Item 14 on page 19.
12 Ibid, response to Item 15 on page 20.
13 Ibid, response to Item 4 on page 6.
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OPUC Staff has worked with Energy Trust in establishing and Implementing cost-
effective efficiency programs. Attachment A to this Staff report contains the policy
detailing Energy Trust's approach to cost-effectiveJy investing rate payer funds,

Current Avoided Cost Methodology
Avoided costs are a key input into all cost-effectiveness calculations. An efficiency
measure's avoided cost generally represents the largest quantifiabje benefits in a cost-
effectiveness test, as avoided costs represent the costs the ufiNty system would have
incurred to generate and deliver an equivalent amount of energy but is otherwise saved
through impiementatlon of an energy efficiency measure or program.

In practice, several data points are combined Into an algebraic formula that create the
avoided cost for an energy efficiency measure. Energy Trust currently uses the
following data points or elements in its electric and gas efficiency avoided cost formulas:

Forward Market Prices (Energy)
Line Losses

Transmission & Distribution (T&D)
Deferral Value
Generation Capacity Deferral
Value

Risk Reduction Vaiue

10% Power Act Credit

Forward Market Prices (Energy)

Supply & Distribution Deferral *
Avoided Interstate Gas Pipeline
Charges *

Carbon Policy Compliance *

Risk Reduction Value

10% Power Act Credit
* - New for 2018: Northwest Nsfurat only per LC 64

Electric Efficiency AC formula combining elements:
((Energy * Line Losses) + Avoided T&Z) + Generation Deferral) * 10% Credit

+ Risk Reduction Value

Gas Efficiency AC formula combining elements:14
{Energy + S&.D Deferral + Avoided Trans.) * 10% Credit + Carbon Compliance

+ Risk Reduction Value

Avoided costs values vary by energy efficiency measure. An eiectric measure that
provides more efficient heating in the winter will, In theory, capture the higher values
from Avoided Transmission and Distribution (T&D). Thus, an efficiency measure's "load
shape" - while not an explicit element in the avoided cost formulas - can play a critical
role in determining sivoided cost value. Additionally, efficient equipment with a long

14 This formula is only applicable to Northwest Natural's gas AC for 2018, per the Company's Integrated
Resource Plan, Docket No. LC 64. Cascade Natural Gas and Avista Corporation currently use on!y three
elements in their AC formula: Gas Forecast Risk Reduction Value; and, 10 percent credit.
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measure life that lasts into a utility's capacity "deficiency period" allows it to capture the
utility's Generation Capacity Deferral value. The timing and value of this element is
established by a utility's IRP.

Since 2013, Energy Trust has updated the inputs for both electric and gas efficiency
avoided costs every two years. The methodology for both avoided costs has remained
relatively the same.

Energy Trust has conducted this update as an internal project in the past. The utilities
have provided the data that Energy Trust has requested and have reviewed the final
product. OPUC Staff has also provided review of the final product

In 2013 and 2015, outside stakeholders were not involved in the development and j
updating of Energy Trust's avoided costs. In 2017, Energy Trust did involve some
stakeholders in the avoided costs update process.

Need for an Investigation |
Energy Trust's avoided cost methodology was generally designed to reflect power cost |
trends in the energy market. The forward market prices for electricity and for natural
gas have dropped over the past seven years while the value of utility's capacity has |
risen.15 The avoided cost methodology for energy efficiency was not necessarily j
optimized to value other benefits, such as capacity contribution, which used a simplified
approach to assessing value. Thus energy efficiency's value has fallen over the past
years with declining energy values. An update to avoided costs would address this. |

I
More generally, Staff believes that Oregon ratepayers would benefit from an |
investigation into -the processes behind the development of energy efficiency avoided |
costs. Staff has observed the following: j

1) Updating Existing Element Methodolocfies j
The PUC can leverage its resources, information and perspective from other |
dockets and regional entities, and general authority when making updates to j
methodologies of current elements. An example is the work done by the
Northwest Power and Conservation Council in establishing a new approach to
assessing the capacity value of energy efficiency in the Seventh Power Plan. |

2) Greater Stakeholder Interest in Updating Avoided Costs
The current approach to reviewing and updating avoided costs was effective j
when it first began and still reflects the good work of the parties involved. Yet, as {
more stakeholders have sought visibility into the process and raised questions |
about the depth and granuiarity of potential inputs it has become clear that a j

15 See In the Matter of Portland General Eiectric, Request For General Rate Revision, Docket UE 319,
PGE/1400, Cody-MacfarlaneM (February 28, 2017): PGE's respective capacity and energy percentages
used in allocating its generation revenue requirement are now at 36.4 percent and 63,6 percerit. In 2013,
they were 32.8 percent and 67.2 percent,
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different type of forum and approach to avoided cost updates would be in the
better interest of stakeholders and ultimately ratepayers.16 Similar investigations |
into the benefits of resources to the utility system - like the Northwest Power and
Conservation Council's RTF work for energy efficiency measures and the
Commission's own process around updating avoided costs for Qualifying
Facilities - provide opportunities for stakeholder comment through regular and I
well documented transparent proceedings. As more parties are interested In how j
distributed energy resources (DERs), including energy efficiency, provide value j
to the utility system and how that value is quctntified and applied to investment
decisions, evolving Oregon's avoided cost update into a different type of forum
and proceeding is appropriate. |

i

3) Framework for Exploring New Elements into A voided CQ$IS j
Staff believes that any future process to update avoided costs should include a
framework for expioring and evaluating new elements that could better reflect j
energy efficiency's true value to the system and ratepayers. These may include |
elements like an avoided Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) benefit, demand |
reduction induced price effects (DRIPE), and marginal cost of ancillary services. J
The proactive work done by the staff of Northwest Natural (NWN) in its 2016 IRP I
is a good example of updating avoided costs to better reflect energy efficiency's j
value to the NWN system and ratepayers. Currently though, there is no public |
process whereby stakeholders can propose exploring the development and/or I
adoption of new elements in the methodology for avoided costs. Development of {
such a framework will be valuable to EE in Oregon. |

II
4) Leveragina Other Activities Fxplonna PER Va!ue at Commission |

Staff is currently exploring the values associated with other DER resources
through our investigations into the resource value of solar (RVOS), energy |
storage, transportation eiectrification and demand response. In each
investigation, Staff is looking into resource benefits by assessing multiple j
elements of their respective avoided costs. At a minimum, any resulting updates
to the energy efficiency avoided cost methodology would be informative of work I
in these other areas. There is also the potential for future cross-functlona! [
benefits of lessons and values from one DER avoided cost docket being [
applicable to another.

Phases of Investigation
Staff proposes that this investigation take place within a non-contested case proceeding
with recommended findings brought to the Commission at a future public meeting and |
implemented across two phases: J

16 See Sierra Club Comments at 24 (January 24, 2017) and NW Energy Coalition Initial Comments at 4

I
(January 24, 2017), In PGE's IRP, LC 66. |
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Phase 1 (three - six months)
Host a series of stakeholder workshops with goals including:

o Review and documentation of current elements, methodologies to value
each element, and methodology to combine elements;

o Consideration of need to adjust the timing and type of resource avoided
and valued for the capacity value for electric resources to align with the
NW Power Council's approach;

o Determinatfon of an on-going public framework to explore and evaluate
new elements for electric and gas avoided cost methodologies, ensure
that the methodology represents industry best practices and continues to
properly reflect avoided utility system values;

o Determine ongoing process for updating values (e.g. informgtion utilities
provide to Energy Trust and the timing for updates);

o This investigation is limited only to avoided costs determination and
therefore will not address:

• Cost effectiveness methodologies or their application;
" Incorporation of currently unquantified, non-energy benefits; and
- Quantification of non-energy benefits.

Staff intends to present a report on the findings from the workshops and
recommended findings to the Commission at a public meeting before
February 28, 2018, Including consideration of the following changes for electric
and gas efficiency avoided costs;

o Data gathering and production for updates;

o Process for updating now;

o Process for updating values and methodology in the future.

Phase 2 (three months)
Work with stakeholders to implement Commission approved Phase 1 changes in
time for the development of Energy Trust's 2019 budget.

After the completion of Phase 2, Staff envisions a regular Staff-managed process to
update avoided costs every other year, or as needed.
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Conclusion

This Investigation would bring together multiple stakeholders to update the process
used for developing and refining energy efficiency avoided costs and determine a
regular update cycle for future opportunities to review and update energy efficiency
avoided costs as needed. The work products from this investigation would complement
other initiatives at the Commission that are attempting to establish the value of DERs
like demand response and energy storage. Staff proposes to complete workshops and
the update in two phases over a tota! of eight to nine months and report back to the
Commission with a proposed process for future updates.

PROPOSED COMMISSION IVIOTION:

Open an investigation into the process for developing and updating avoideci costs used
in cost-effectiveness tests for electric and natural gas energy efficiency. Staff will report
back to the Commission with a proposed process for future updates,

Investigation into Avoided Costs for Energy Efficiency
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APPENDIX A
This document can be found at htfp://www.enemytrusf.orcf/w{3-
content/up!oads/2016/1W.06.000.pdf
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EnengyTrust

$j Or&gi*ft

4.06.000-P Cost-Effectiveness Policy and General
Methodology for Energy Trust of Oregon

History
Source

Board Decision
Board
Board

Board
Board
Board

Date
Fet]hjary27,20a2
March 22,20D2

April3.2&D2-

SepEemberr. 2005
Februa/y 13,2008

December 16,3011

Ac&on^Notes
Approved fR83}

JReweffed^JReyisecl
Reviewed, Revised

(Mintrt^)
Revised (R353)
Revised (R4&4)
Revised (R596J

Next Review Date
March 22.20D2

April 3,2002
Aprii 2005

September 2008
February 2011

December 2014

fmroductfon

The Energy Trust of Oregon seeks a future that indudes suffldeht. stable, and
afforcfable power available to aii customers through sustained investment in enengy
efficiency and renewable resources that reduce the economic and environmentai costs
of using gas and etectricily. To propeily evaluate such investments, Energy Tmst
compares the cost of energy-saving prograrns and measures to the cost of altemativs
sources of natural gas and electnc energy. The cost of altematEve sources Is hnown as
"avoided cosf: The Oregon Public UtHity Commlsston [PUC3, me Washington UtDEti&s
and Trsnspoitation Commissian (WUTC), the Norihwesi Power and Consen/alton
Council (NPCC) and the Northwest Energy Efficiency Aliiance (Alliance) use similar
approaches and assumptions to analyze the cost-effectiveness of energy effEclency
investments. Consistent with thes& approaches, this policy encompasses two tests to
determine CQSt-eifectiveness and describes the key variabies or economic mod^l inputs
thai define these tests in Energy Trust analysis.

The Oregon Renewable Energy Act of 2007 (SB 838) ail&Ws supplemental energy
efficiency ftincllng, Ie,, more than tti^ t!iree"perceni public purpose charge authorized in
the 1999 la^r. The 2007 Act, tog&lher with the agreements that ftind Energy Trust natural
gas efiiciency programs in Oregon, support Energy Trust programs that help utHitles
meet goals th^t are d6temiln&d through integrated Resource Planning. In that process,
ths OPLJC reviews and may acknowledge avoided cost forecasts from each uttlity.
Because Energy Tnist funding Es significantly affected by this process, the fo!lowlng
policy is designed to be consistent wVn OPU.C guidance anc^ to the extent practicai, with
utility Intsgrated resoufce plans. Ehergy Tinst may consicier prospeclive costs and
benefits over a period of more than on& year, as appropriate, for emerging technologies
and markal transformation ventures.

FoJlcy

Energy Tiust adopts the Utility System and Societal tests, as described b&!ow, as its
primary deEerniinants of whether efficfen c-j Investmenls meet cost-effediveness criteria.
The economic comparison will be presented as 3 benefit-to-cost ratio. Programs and
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Cost Effectiveness Policy Demnb&r 16,3011

measures that pass both tests, orar& likely lo over lime, are eli'gib!e for Energy Trust
investment. Both tests consider energy impacts on customers who are influenced by de
program, and long term market effects of programs and measures (e.g., saies, or
efficacy of efficient technologies beyond lh& direct program partiapants) where sucft
effects are significant and lik&iy. TTie difference between the Utility System and Soaetal
tests Is that ths Societal Test Includes all costs (not Just Enepgy Trust costs) and savings
of program participants and others who were influenced to act by Energy Trust
pr&gfsmis. The Utiiity System Test inciudes Energy Tmst costs onfy, and savings tfow
program participants and others who were influenced to act by Energy Trust program&.

For programs and measures that pass these cost-effectEveness tests, in contiguring
programs Energy Trust may consider other factors JcJentifIed in Rs sb-aieglc plan and
action plans.

COSTS

The soaetai cost defirntion Is in alignment with the OPUC tfocket no- UM-551"s EleRnition
of Total Resource Cost (Societal), perspective as inciuding total costs and total benefits
in cost effectiven&ss calcutatjons.111 The foliowing costs will be included in the societal
perspective:

1. Total cost of efficiency measures and actions^i including costs to Biergy
Tmst and participants

2. Energy Trust administratjvB costs
3. Energy Trust program manasement costs

The utility system test includes only the Energy Tmst [ncentives and items 2 and 3,
a1)ove, i.e., gli Energy Trust effidency costs, not those paid by consumers.
Costs sxciuded: Th& value of Oregon and/or Federal tax. credits will be deducted from
the cost of measures because similar tax credits are not included fn avoided costs used
t?y Energy Trust Program administration or management costs of local programs that
are paid by federaf or state agencies wit) not be included, as thsy are often associated
with nofrenergy considerations such as equity, employment, etc., and are not included
in the benefit/cost tests under PUC.guldance.

Benefits

In the societal test, Energy Tiust will include the foH&wing benefits:
1. The value ofth& etectn'cal ahd/or gas energy saved based on the avoided

cost forecasts of the utilities whose customsis are served by the Eneigy
Trust, as reviewed and approved by the PUC.K] Perlodicaily, Energy Tmst wili
wori< with the utilities and PLtC to dev&lop sn average, pr merged cost
forecast. TTiis wj!! be done separately for the electric utilEfies anct gas ulillties,
so that Energy Tiust program decisions are based on a singie set of price

ul In Washington, the primary cos?ene'fit criterion ts Efie societal lest, appli6d to entire prograniiS.
in addition to fo1lawingN& guidance, Energy TrustwJH continue to apply the test to specffic
n^easures to assure consistency ofprograrm .across states (foradn^nistrative efficiency) flnd
optimal rate payer vatue.

For equipment or strurfures ifi^t wouid be purchased TBgardtess oi efficiency actions, thfe ia the
incremsntat cost of upgradrng the efficfency of the purehase [jeyond oonvnon praclice.

This includes tfie value of avoided peaR energy use.
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Cost Effectiveness Policy December IB. 2011

forecasts for each ftiel Energy Trust may include factors such as hedge
value, ir not considered in the utliiEy forecasts, Dased on agreement wilh the
utfiitiesandPUC.

2. Non-energy benefits will be quantified by a reasonable and practira! method-
Unless and until ?e opuc develops an alternative approach, Energy Trust
may use proxies for these benems where research shows that the beneRfs
are large, liiey cannot be pracficajly quantified, and they clearly influence
consumer decisions.

3. For olectriaty, iioth !Ine losses and avoided Transmission and Distribution
conslmction.

4. Natural gas capacity benefifs and benefits from reduced transmission and
delivery losses wiJI be included where sigruficant and quanfifiabie.

5. In addition, the Energy Trust vflllappiy in its analysis the 10% credit for
energy efficiency as required under the Northwest power Act and OPUC
docket no. UM-551. This credit recognizes the benefits of conservation in
addressing rist< and uneertainfy.

Avoided costs based on integrated resourcs planning will be provided to the Energy
Trust by utilities. The utility system testvnll include items 1, 3,4 and 5, above.

Currently, ulilfty avoided costs include the forecast value of reduced carbon dioxide
emissions. Oregon PUC guidance provid&s that o&ier envfronmental pollutant costs
may be considered only when specified by the PUC.

Discount rates

Energy Trust w!I! revise avoided costs and discount rate from time to time to be
consistent with the cost of capital used En the utilities' integrated Resource Plans.

in analysts and reporting, Energy Trust wilf use a discount rate based on OPUC-
reviewed integrated resource pianning discount rates used by the ufilitfes whose
customers are sen/ed by the Energy Trust. Pertodicaity, Energy Trust will wori< with the
utilities and OPUC to derive a single discount rate close to those employed by the
utilities. This discount rate Will be used to compare the costs and benefits of efficiency
investments to olher inveslmenfs.

in conclusion. Energy Trust programs and measures will be reviewed using both the
UHIity System and [he Societal tests. fflhe benefjMo-cost ratio is greater than 1-0, a
program should be considered cost-effective and may be considered for Energy Trust
efficiency funding.
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